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Science without constraints: How Cellibre transformed enzyme engineering with Telesis Bio

Scientists at Cellibre, an ag biotech startup, relied on the BioXp® system to engineer a key enzyme for higher-quality cannabinoid 
production that made over 98% of the desired product vs just 11% in the starting enzyme, while increasing total activity fivefold.

Enzyme engineering is a common approach for optimizing 
yield, purity, and reliability of production for applications in 
pharma, biotech, basic research, and more. Even though the 
method is widely used, enzyme engineering remains limited 
by current techniques that suffer from long lead times, 
cost, and an inability to access enough variant diversity. 
However, advances in automated DNA synthesis enabled 
by Telesis Bio's BioXp system are dramatically improving 
this critical scientific step.

Scientists at Cellibre are looking to replace traditional 
agriculture for producing high-value ingredients. One of 
their first targets is the highly valuable cannabinoid market, 
which they believe can be disrupted by producing natural, 
high-quality, medical-grade cannabinoids via fermentation, 
eliminating the need for agriculture completely. To achieve 
this goal, they are abandoning the economically inefficient 
model of growing plants, to harvest key extracted and 
isolated compounds like CBD.

“It takes a lot of resources, including farmland, to produce 
cannabinoids from plants at a large scale," says Russell 
Komor, Cellibre’s director of biochemistry. “Even plant 
strains that have been bred to make as much of a desired 
cannabinoid as possible will only produce it at a small 
fraction of their total biomass.” In addition, plants produce 
many different types of cannabinoids — often so similar 
that they are virtually impossible to separate in an industrial 
scale — which can lead to unintended molecular diversity, 
with inconsistencies in purity and effectiveness.

Thanks to synthetic biology and the dramatic improvements 
it has enabled for engineering proteins and improving 
pathways, there are now established protocols for isolating 
the genetic mechanisms responsible for generating a 
desired product and inserting them into fermentation-driven 
cell factories. “The product you get from fermentation 
is superior to what you get from plants,” Komor says. 

“Molecules will be higher purity and higher concentration, at 
a fraction of the cost.”

Knowing that cellular manufacturing for cannabinoids 
will be superior to plant-based products is one thing; 
accomplishing it is quite another. Komor and his team 
would have to not only hunt through the plant’s enzymes 
to find the exact ones needed, but also subject them to 
extensive enzyme engineering processes to optimize 
yield in a heterologous host. Conventional techniques, 
such as random mutagenesis using automation for huge 
throughputs, are simply too time-consuming and expensive 
to be practical for a startup company working on multiple 
parts of the pathway in parallel.

Fortunately, Komor was familiar with Telesis Bio, a synthetic 
genomics company that created the BioXp  system, the 
world’s only automated platform for on-demand DNA 
assembly and amplification. By teaming up with the services 
team at Telesis Bio, Komor and his Cellibre colleagues were 
able to identify a novel enzyme for cannabinoid production 
and hone its performance using targeted libraries from 
Telesis Bio — doing so much faster and more cost-
effectively than any other method would have allowed.

Key takeaways
Automation provides the ability to build 
hundreds of constructs with high fidelity in a 
matter of days, reducing project timelines 
to weeks instead of months.

The high fidelity of synthesis allows for a 
streamlined and accelerated workflow, 
eliminating the need for colony-picking and 
sequencing for every cycle, thus shortening 
engineering cycle times to days instead of 
weeks.

Targeted libraries allow for building 
complex libraries that aren’t constrained 
by traditional screening methods, 
generating large data sets with higher 
predictive power and little bias.
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Discovery: The hunt for a starting enzyme

Enzyme engineering typically begins with a discovery 
phase to identify a candidate with the best starting 
properties to use as a template. The template candidate 
is characterized to understand what properties need to 
be improved via engineering. This leads to the iterative 
part of the process — the engineering cycles — where 
libraries of variants are designed and constructed to test 
for effects on the property being engineered (see figure 
1). Shortening cycle times in this phase is key to reducing a 
project’s timeline, since each cycle relies on the previous 
cycle’s output. For engineering cannabinoid enzymes, these 
time challenges are particularly important due to intense 
competition to identify the best performer. 

At the moment, there’s something of a scientific frenzy to 
find the best way to produce key cannabinoids — typically 
cannabidiol (CBD), used for human and animal health 
applications, or tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), used for adult 
recreation. To enable a core cannabinoid pathway, Cellibre 
scientists chose initially to focus on cannabigerolic acid 
(CBGA), a key intermediate that is then converted into CBD, 
THC, or other cannabinoid molecules.

In their quest to find a better enzyme than the one widely 
used for CBGA production, the Cellibre team used an 
artificial intelligence-powered approach to cast a wide net 
for finding a suitable starting enzyme for engineering. They 
identified 89 gene candidates and had Telesis Bio scientists 
synthesize each one on the BioXp™ system. The instrument 
is capable of building up to 32 custom constructs — up 
to 1,800 bp each, and assembling longer constructs up 
to 7,200 bp each — in a single overnight run, and cloning 
them automatically into any desired vector. In this case, all 
89 genes were cloned into expression vectors and tested 
for activity. Five candidates stood out for their role in CBGA 
synthesis, compared to the industry standard enzyme (see 
figure 2).

A final analysis of how these five enzymes performed in the 
selected host system showed that two had higher levels of 
expression (see figure 3). Cellibre scientists chose the lead 
candidate based on its high activity and expression level, 
among other key traits.
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Figure 1. Enzyme engineering process. Enzyme engineering typically begins with 
a discovery phase to identify a candidate with advantageous starting properties. 
Improvements are then made iteratively via engineering cycles, where libraries of 
variants are designed, tested, and analyzed. The engineering cycle is rate limiting 
because of its sequential nature: design iterations cannot be conducted in parallel 
because the output from the previous cycle is required as input for the next cycle. 
Hence, shortening the cycle times in this phase is key to reducing the overall 
project timeline.
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Figure 2. Enzyme discovery for template selection. Using an artificial intelligence approach, a set of 89 genes of interest were identified. The genes were cloned into 
an expression vector to measure enzyme activity relative to the industry standard enzyme. Five candidates — CLBR APT-A, B, C, D, and E — were chosen for further 
evaluation.
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Figure 3. Expression in host system. The team looked at how the top candidates expressed in the selected host system and found that two of the five candidates — CLBR 
APT-A and CLBR APT-B — demonstrated higher levels of expression. CLBR APT-A was ultimately chosen as the template for the engineering cycle phase because of its 
high starting activity, expression level, and several other characteristics.
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Engineering: How to improve performance

With a suitable template in hand, Komor and his team 
shifted their focus to optimizing its DNA sequence to 
improve activity. This part of the process presents different 
challenges than finding the starting enzyme: scientists want 
to test as many mutations as possible, even combining 
multiple mutations in individual variants, but building and 
testing a large number of candidates takes significant time 
and resources.

The iterative nature of this process — testing variants, 
selecting one for further engineering, and repeating 

— makes it very difficult to speed things up. Typically, 
researchers must narrow down the number of variants they 
will test, and select the best performer, knowing that the 
actual best performer from what was tested may be among 
the many variants that went untested.
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Figure 4: Targeted libraries maximize the outcome of engineering cycles. Enzyme CLBR APT-A, the starting template selected from the discovery stage, produces mostly 
unwanted byproduct, with only 10% being CBGA. Site saturation libraries used in the initial rounds of engineering worked well when the screening found a single variant 
with the best activity (CLBR APR-A.1 and CLBR APT-A.2). When a subsequent round produced multiple mutations across different sites with improved activity (CLBR 
APT-A.3, CLBR APT-4, and others not shown), the team used targeted libraries built on the BioXp system to build a selected 275 of the 1,152 possible combinations of 
individual beneficial mutations. Ultimately, the team was able to generate a construct that produced over 98% CBGA, with total activity almost fivefold over the starting 
template (CLBR APT-A.5).

Komor worked closely with the Telesis Bio services group 
throughout this effort. He began by ordering pooled, site-
saturated mutagenesis libraries, a common resource for 
protein and pathway engineering projects, but one that 
requires downstream sequencing to identify the specific 
sequence of each variant tested. That step allowed 
the team to home in on multiple positions of interest for 
subsequent rounds of engineering using Telesis Bio's 
targeted libraries.

Site-saturation informed the positions of interest, but to get 
at the most effective residues, a non-pooled approach was 
most valuable for Cellibre. “We had conversations about 
what I wanted to do and how best to go about doing it,” 
Komor says.

Telesis Bio suggested that Komor’s group switch to targeted 
libraries, which would allow for testing a broader range of 
variants with higher diversity and complexity.

Most importantly, the constructs built with targeted libraries 
are not pooled, so their sequences are known ahead of 
time, eliminating the sequencing step and thus, streamlining 
the engineering workflow and reducing the cycle time. 
Telesis Bio used its internal fleet of BioXp systems to build 
high-capacity libraries for Cellibre (see figure 4).
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Figure 5: Targeted libraries help to streamline the workflow. A traditional workflow for functional screening is a multi-step process that is resource heavy and difficult to 
scale up. The use of targeted libraries allowed the Cellibre team to use an alternate workflow that leveraged the high fidelity of the construct synthesis. Consistent with 
the traditional approach, libraries were designed, then oligos assembled into variant constructs and cloned into expression vectors, followed by transformation into 
bacteria. Instead of then plating the transformations, individual transformation reactions were directly cultured — skipping plating, colony-picking, and sequencing. The 
bacterial cultures were used to obtain minipreps for transformation into the expression system. Once again skipping plating, the individual transformation reactions were 
directly cultured and used for functional screening. This modified workflow alone saved the team one week per round of engineering.

“Targeted libraries allowed us to make very complex designs 
that we normally would not be able to test because each 
design would have to be built individually, by de novo 
synthesis, costing far too much, or as huge pooled libraries 
containing mostly variants we aren't interested in,” Komor 
says, noting that many DNA synthesis vendors are not even 
capable of building such designs as pooled libraries. 

“The Telesis Bio approach gives us whatever mutations we 
want and the data we get are so much more powerful and 
more predictive. Even if we don’t find a better enzyme 

— at first — we'll have a better chance in the next round 
because of all the information we can use from knowing 
every sequence instead of just the subset normally 
selected for sequencing.”

Komor’s team found that the optimal candidate was one 
they couldn’t have designed any other way due to their time 
and resource constraints. It included three mutations that 
separately were not all highly beneficial, but together had 
excellent performance. “The BioXp system really speeds 
up the engineering process and made it possible to test 
more designs in a shorter amount of time,” he says (see 
figure 5). “Engineers usually have to compromise their 
design, but with Telesis Bio, we can submit any kind of 
design and get our DNA within a week.”

New horizons

Many complex library design strategies — such as 
recombining large segments of related enzymes into 
chimeras — are often constrained by library construction 
techniques or need each variant to be synthesized 
individually. Targeted libraries are well suited for such 
designs, as they have none of the limitations imposed by 
traditional molecular biology techniques and can build 
individual variants cost-effectively.

“In the past, our recombination designs would need to be 
modified to fit the molecular biology tools needed to build 
them,” Komor says. “Now, we’re making any designs we 
want, and we don’t have to worry about the molecular 
biology. This really allows protein engineers to focus on 
engineering.”

In addition to the scientific results, working with Telesis 
Bio allowed Cellibre’s team to stay on track and on budget. 

“De novo synthesis for all the libraries would be prohibitive, 
and building them yourself takes a lot of time and resources,” 
Komor says. “With Telesis Bio, it’s affordable, and we know 
the quality of the product we'll get.” The quality of the 
libraries that Cellibre used was of very high fidelity, making 
the overall process that much more efficient, as they were 
able to omit steps required for clonality and sequence 
verification (see figure 6.)

Komor believes that the BioXp® technology will open the 
doors for streamlined protein and pathway engineering with 
better outcomes, allowing scientists to expand the types of 
variants they can test — as well as the questions they can 
ask. “Scientists should take a look at their library design 
workflow and ask themselves, ‘Am I being constrained 
by my current molecular biology in any way? Do I have to 
make compromises?’” he says. “Don’t let your thinking be 
limited to just the libraries you think can be built due to 
time and cost concerns.”
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Figure 6. Error rate of fragments. Error rate of 14 constructs built on the BioXp 
system was evaluated. Summary data are shown here. 4 colonies were sequenced 
per construct using the Sanger sequencing method for a total of 56 colonies. The 
proportion of error-free clones (EFCs) for each construct was reported as % EFC. 
Fidelity was calculated as the number of errors per number of bases sequenced 
for each construct. Individual results may vary. Fidelity is sequence- and build-
dependent.

Telesis Bio products used
Interested in your own enzyme, protein, or pathway 
engineering project? Here’s a look at the Telesis Bio 
offerings used by the Cellibre team.

DNA synthesis and cloning 
The BioXp system can produce genes or gene 
fragments up to 7,200 bases, and perform cloning 
into desired vectors in a matter of hours. The BioXp 
system was used to construct all candidate genes 
for Cellibre as they embarked on their enzyme 
engineering project.

Site saturation libraries 
Site saturation libraries can be designed with 
degenerate codons such as NNN, NNK, and 
alternate codons like NDT and VHA. The Cellibre 
team used site saturation libraries during their 
engineering cycles to target 16 positions identified 
by homology modeling.

Targeted libraries 
Targeted libraries carry specific mutations 
distributed over the sequence space to achieve 
the desired diversity. They are synthesized with 
high fidelity using error-correction technology, 
which allows users to bypass sequencing after 
each engineering cycle. Variations can be made at 
one or many sites — even swapping entire regions. 
Since each unique sequence is provided in a 
separate well, the sequence and characteristics of 
every sample are known. This information makes 
for a more complete and less biased dataset ideal 
for artificial intelligence-based modeling.
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DIY or ask for help?
The BioXp® system can be run in a lab or through the Telesis Bio services team. Which option would work better for you? 
Here’s a quick guide.

Frequency needed 
If you’re performing DNA or mRNA synthesis and assembly on a regular basis, having an in-house BioXp system 
can save considerable time and cost. But if you only need the capability once in a while, a service model may be 
the best fit.

Experimental scale 
The BioXp™ system can build 32 constructs in a single overnight run. If significantly higher capacity is needed — 
especially for a short period of time —teaming up with Telesis Bio can support your needs.

Expert advice 
Molecular biology is often quite complex. Telesis Bio can provide best practices in variant design or DNA/mRNA 
synthesis, as well as advice on crafting engineering pipelines for the best outcomes. We have partnered with 
leading researchers and organizations throughout multiple industries and multiple applications of synthetic biology. 
We welcome the opportunity to partner with you.

All trademarks are the property of Telesis Bio (formerly Codex DNA) Inc.  
For specific trademark information, contact us at help@telesisbio.com.
For research use only. Not for use in diagnostic procedures.
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